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Never before have two top artists created such a multimedia work to honour the unique and

steadfast bond between mother and child. Vocalist Celine Dion and photographer Anne Geddes

conceived Miracle as a way to express something deep within their own hearts, and now both the

experience and the outcome will delight music and visual art fans throughout the world. Miracle

features more than 100 stunning new Geddes images. Each frame reflects the beauty, grace, and

magic of both the photographer and her subject. Babies enfolded in blooms, mothers embracing the

life flowering within: Anne's artistic eye captures it all. The exquisite images are wedded with the

lyrics to all-new songs by Dion, created and performed on the book-accompanying CD in Celine's

unmistakable international superstar style. It's easy to hear how her clear and melodious voice has

captivated millions throughout her career. A DVD rounds out this artistic package, exploring the

genesis of the Miracle project and taking its audience behind the scenes to witness the making of

this memorable production. Celine's title track music video highlights the DVD. As a complement to

this many-faceted experience, Sony Music will release its stand-alone Dion CD concurrent with the

book's debut. AMP is delighted to play a role in bringing this important collaboration to readers and

listeners, providing a crossover experience rivalled by few others. Mothers, grown children,

grandmothers, friends, and gift givers everywhere will want to join this celebration of wonder.
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Geddes's photographs of newborns poised on flowers and within sheer, stockinglike sacs have sold



more than 15 million books in more than 50 countries; Dion's multi-octave vocal stylings are

unmistakable, from the Titanic soundtrack and far beyond. Dion's attempts and eventual success in

having a child were well documented on the supermarket racks; Geddes's success has been the

stuff of magazine features for years. Thus this 11" Ãƒâ€” 13" collaboration has something of an

inevitable feel to it, sharing its title with Dion's album of lullabies and apostrophes to children (such

as John Lennon's "Beautiful Boy"). The book itself contains more than 100 new full-color Geddes

photos, a number of which feature Dion (but not her son, Rene Charles, who was born in 2001 and

is thus about a thousand days too old for the project) along with various lovely infants of various

hues, and others with Geddes's signature newborn-as-a-flower's-center shots. Lyrics from the

songs gently float among the images, which, aside from Dion, are familiar lookingÃ¢â‚¬â€•and

should meet with familiar levels of success. Copyright Ã‚Â© Reed Business Information, a division

of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

"There is nothing you could ever do to make me stop loving you, And every breath I take is always

for your sake, You sleep inside my dreams, And know for sure, Who could ever love you more?"

Based on the reviews I expected book,cd,dvdAll this included was a book with sheet music and 6

pictures

This book and CD are so soothing. I LOVE to look at this book cover to cover. I think it's the most

beautiful thing ever. I pop in the CD and look at this book and I'm so filled with awe on the miracle of

life. These babies touch your heart, and are captured so beautifully in this book.Anne and Celine

have given me such a gift!!!

Usually Geddes impressed me - but too much repetition- plus the CD included -ehhh it was

included- baby didn't like it nor did I

The book filled with unbelievable moving pictures of babies and the lovely songs on the CD make

this book choice one of my favorites.

most incredible....Wonderful photography....I gave this as a gift to my expecting daughter...WE have

loved wandering thru the book and enjoying the memories a mother and daughter make along life's

path, some day her daughter will have the same experience..... WE LOVE IT !!



This is a great gift idea as several have mentioned - Picked up for my sister, and she loves it! The

only people who would not like this (if any) is someone with no heart or children! :)

This is a beautiful book. The music is nice too. All of the little babies are so precious. Makes a great

gift.

This book is a must for every Celine fan, the pictures are just amazing shows how a good mom

Celine is.
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